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Figure 1: Distribution of tweets over time (left Panel) and language (right Panel). The dataset includes tweets for every
day but as the number of tweets for the given day increased, not all tweets of the day were included anymore. The
language of the tweets is mostly English but still covers a large variety of languages.
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Introduction

There has been a number of releases of twitter data in the
context of the COVID-19 outbreak [1, 2, 3, 4]. We are now
adding to the existing database with a large number of tweet
IDs from the early period of the outbreak that is not covered
by other data sets. Our dataset completes earlier releases as
we started collecting tweets earlier than [4] and fill gaps in
[3], see Figure 2. As we collected tweets in retrospect opposed to filtering in real-time as [2], we could cover 16-23
February 2020 fully.
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Dataset Description

Figure 2: Tweet coverage over hours of our dataset (ECT) 2.1 Release
and datasets C19TI [3] and CTI [4]. Red means tweets were
collected at the time and grey means that data is missing or The dataset has been released in a first version 1 alongside
hasn’t been collected. Gaps have been reported by the au- a github description for current updates 2 . We are only rethors themselves.
leasing the IDs of each tweet and not the actual tweet.
1 http://dx.doi.org/10.14279/depositonce-10012
2 https://github.com/stephaniebrandl/early-corona-twitter

2.2

Coverage

The dataset encompasses 22.376.075 tweet IDs in 64 languages from 16 February until 03 March 2020. For a distribution over time and language, see Figure 1. The keywords
we used were CORONA, CORONAVIRUS and #COVID19. Please note that tweets that have been deleted in the
meantime can’t be hydrated.

2.3

Usage

Foundations of Learning and Data (ref. 01IS18025A and
ref 01IS18037A).
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